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From the Editor
A N I T A  O S T E R H A U G

When weavers meet, cloth begets cloth. We love cloth. We want to 

touch it. (Hence the “weaver’s handshake” in which we walk up and 

pet another weaver’s garment). We want to see every kind of cloth 

there is, we want to know how it is made, and we want to try it for ourselves. 

This ravenous curiosity connects weaver to weaver the world around. At the 

2010 Tinkuy conference in Peru, I’ll never forget seeing one weaver demonstrating 

her work as another weaver stood behind her analyzing the manta she was wear-

ing. On a recent Traditions Mexico textile tour to Oaxaca, 

our group laughed and joked with native Mixtec weavers, 

unhindered by the lack of a common spoken language. A 

group of Amuzgo weavers showed us bright handwoven 

huipiles with traditional pick-up designs, but one of our 

group spotted an unusual fabric with a peacock pattern. 

The weavers explained that they had found the design on 

a cross-stitch pattern and decided to reproduce it in their 

weaving. A weaver’s mind is fertile ground.

This issue celebrates weaverly curiosity and the lure of cloth. There is expert 

advice from Nancy Arthur Hoskins and Rabbit Goody on how to research and 

reproduce historic textiles. Tom Knisely tells how his quest to learn of a nineteenth-

century Pennsylvania weaver led him home again, and the stories of the Spurlock 

Museum project and the weavers of Timberline Lodge may inspire you to weave 

for your own community. And then there are the projects, inspired by everything 

from Viking-era artifacts and lush Baroque fabrics to our favorite blue jeans and 

popular movies. May they beget new weaving adventures for you. 

P.S. If you’ve bought this issue on the newsstand, you’ll also �nd a special insert 

full of rigid-heddle projects and ideas, courtesy of our friends at Schacht Spindle 

Company. If you’re a subscriber, you can download the rigid-heddle insert at 

weavingtoday.com. Share it with your friends! 
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May/June 2014  Designing at the Loom 
Whether you like the e�ciency of weaving multiple designs on one warp or 
you just like to play with treadling, tie-ups, color, and texture, this issue is for 
you.  Join us to explore the many degrees of freedom we have in weaving.
September/October 2014  Handwoven for the Home 
From the perennial favorite, dish towels, to table runners and throw pillows, 
weavers love to surround themselves with handwoven textiles that are as 
useful as they are attractive. From pure décor to to functional fabrics, our 
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ebrates its possibilities, plain and fancy.
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